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Abstract
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more than the average firm. To quantify the aggregate implications of capital
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1 Introduction

Since 1989, national economies have undergone rapid integration: average tariff

rates have fallen from 6.2 % to 2.4 %, while global trade has increased from 37 % to

57 %, leading to more exporting firms and resource reallocation from non-exporting

firms to productive exporters. However, underdeveloped financial markets may im-

pede capital allocation to high-productivity producers and exporters. Integrating

domestic and international capital markets can increase access to capital for pro-

ductive firms and increase the pace of reallocation. Despite the possible benefits of

capital inflows, policymakers tend to liberalize financial markets much more slowly

than goods and services markets, as they are reluctant to relinquish control over the

financial system and monetary policy. This paper quantifies how this mismatched

timing of capital market integration and trade liberalization matters for productivity,

consumption, and welfare.

In order to guide the quantitative model, I establish several empirical facts

in Hungary that underwent trade and capital market integration between 1989 and

2008. Foreign-held corporate credit to GDP increased by 30 p.p. following the 2001

capital market reform. To study the impact of capital inflows, I use a differences-in-

differences design comparing domestic-owned firms affected by the reform to foreign-

owned firms with prior access to foreign capital. Average capital holdings increased

for affected firms but were more pronounced for exporters. However, exporter selec-

tion worsened as relatively fewer unproductive or capital-intensive exporters exited

following the reform.

Considering these facts, I build a general equilibrium model of firm dynamics to

investigate the link between capital inflows, trade, misallocation, and productivity. In

the model, firms are heterogeneous in their productivity, net worth, and endogenous

exporting status. Due to a collateral constraint, firms’ ability to borrow and acquire

capital is limited by their current net worth, leading to misallocation. Financial

frictions affect firms on two margins. First, only relatively productive firms that

want to expand their capital stock are constrained; relatively unproductive firms

with capital slack are not. Second, productive firms must also finance a fixed export

cost, limiting their entry into the exporting sector.

Over time, the most productive exporters amass substantial wealth and capital.
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Even when faced with a series of idiosyncratic adverse productivity shocks, they use

disproportionately more capital than productive and constrained exporters due to

their amassed wealth. The main consequence of the life cycle of exporting firms is the

loss of efficiency and increased competition for inputs. Moreover, due to asset market

incompleteness, owners of exporter firms are impacted, providing an environment

where the broader implications of reforms on welfare and inequality can be studied.

I calibrate the model to the integration of New Member States into the Euro-

pean Union. Model simulations imply two results regarding the long-run effects of

integration. Trade liberalization, irrespective of capital account openness, increases

misallocation among exporters because unproductive exporters survive longer, and

collateral constraints prevent productive exporters from reaching optimal scale. How-

ever, capital market integration amplifies misallocation as mostly wealthy exporters

can expand because of cheaper capital. The fraction of unproductive and wealthy

exporters increases from 6% to 25%, leading to a decline in aggregate productiv-

ity. Second, despite the adverse effect on productivity, liberalizing goods and capital

markets simultaneously increases welfare, consumption, and output more than un-

der closed capital markets. The benefits of the increased capital stock from abroad

outweigh the cost of declining aggregate productivity because both constrained and

productive exporters expand substantially.

Moving from the long run to transition dynamics, the benefits of concurrent

capital market integration are even more significant in the short run. As exporters

are the most productive in the pre-trade reform economy, aggregate productivity

increases more due to capital inflows than with closed capital markets. This result

arises because foreign capital is allocated to productive exporters immediately after

the reform, allowing them to expand faster. The increased survival of unproductive

exporters affects the economy only several years later. In the medium term, con-

sumption and output rise as aggregate productivity gradually declines. Overall, the

gains are front-loaded, whereas the increase in misallocation takes time.

Given these short-run dynamics, an immediate integration of trade and capital

markets yields higher welfare benefits than the historical sequence that Hungary

took. Hungary postponed capital market integration ten years after opening up to

trade, passing up on the short-term benefits along the transition path, which would

have been worth 1% in consumption equivalent welfare.
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This paper relates to several strands of the literature. Bai et al. (2019) and

Berthou et al. (2019) study the dampening effects of exogenous misallocation on

the steady-state gains of trade. Here, financial frictions are an endogenous source of

capital misallocation that also affects the transition dynamics. Moreover, endogenous

misallocation reacts to trade openness, but in contrast with Edmond et al. (2015)

who show that misallocation from market power declines after trade liberalization,

trade liberalization affects misallocation from financial frictions only when combined

with capital inflows.

Compared with Brooks and Dovis (2019), Kohn et al. (2018) and Ebrahimian

and Firooz (2020) who investigate trade integration with underdeveloped financial

markets and find limited effects, in this paper, financial development affects the

expected gains from trade when combined with capital market integration. This

difference arises because capital inflows change the tradeoff between the allocative

efficiency and the total amount of resources. Improving the financial system and

other reforms are naturally related to trade integration, and Asturias et al. (2016)

raises the problem of how to sequence these reforms. The quantitative analysis in

this paper shows that immediate integration of capital markets and trade yields the

highest aggregate welfare. However, the cost of delaying capital market integration

is relatively low as long as the government can credibly commit to integration.

S. Prasad et al. (2003) find limited empirical evidence for gains from capital

market integration. The empirical analysis of the Hungarian capital market reform

confirms the limited gains as firm-level capital increases gradually and without im-

provements in firm selection. However, the model highlights that capital market

integration still significantly impacts the transition as productivity increases in the

short run despite the deteriorating firm selection. Li and Su (2022) find evidence for

increased TFPR growth of firms following the capital market integration of Eastern

European economies. Variable trade and entry costs amplify capital market imper-

fections as in Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000), but are still insufficient to explain cross-

country productivity differences, a finding supported by Midrigan and Xu (2014).

While Gopinath et al. (2017) find that capital misallocation increased in Southern

Europe following capital market integration, liberalizing capital markets can lead

to lower misallocation, especially if it is foreign direct investment, FDI, as recently

shown by Bau and Matray (2020). I show that while capital inflows result in trade
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imbalances as in Mendoza et al. (2009) or in Reyes-Heroles (2017), welfare improves

even if local banks, instead of foreign investors, dispense the funds.

There are also several papers studying integration of Hungary into the EU.

Varela (2018) focuses on the innovation consequences of financial liberalization episode,

Orban (2019) looks at the reallocation during the transition path. Here, the empirical

focus is on exporter dynamics and the reallocation of capital across firms following

financial liberalization.

2 Empirical evidence

To understand the interaction between capital markets and trade, I focus on

European integration from 1989 until 2008. First, I summarize the European Union’s

historical background, focusing on Hungary’s integration process. Then, I document

the model-relevant effects of capital inflows using Hungarian firm data.

2.1 Historical context

European countries increased goods, services, labor, and capital market integra-

tion between the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty in 1992 and the financial crisis

in 2008. There were substantial differences across groups of countries, commonly

referred to as South, Core, and New Member States (NMS).1 While trade liberaliza-

tion affected all country groups similarly, compared to NMS, both Core and South

had already integrated capital markets in 1992. Moreover, South and NMS had less

developed domestic financial markets than Core. The increase in cross-country cap-

ital market flows potentially contributed to the misallocation of resources. Figure

1 shows the evolution of the dispersion of the average revenue products for capital

(ARPK) and labor (ARPL) aggregated at the country level for selected countries in

each group.2 The dispersion in ARPK increased for most EU economies, while the

ARPL did not. Therefore capital markets, not labor markets, are the main suspects

in explaining the low productivity growth in Europe.
1Appendix B.4 provides the precise definitions of these country groups.
2It is worth noting that while the dispersion of revenue products is associated with misallocation,

this is not necessarily the case, as shown by Haltiwanger et al. (2018), among others.
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Figure 1: Dispersion of average products
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(b) Average revenue product of labor

The average revenue products are constructed at the firm level and then aggregated to the country level, controlling
for industrial composition, using the CompNet dataset - for more details, see Appendix B.2

There are two benefits to focusing on NMS. First, South and Core completed

capital and trade integration early in the 1990s, when firm-level data was still scarce.

Second, the timing of capital market integration differed across NMS countries, al-

lowing the empirical evaluation of the mechanism for how capital market integration

relates to exporters and, thus, to international trade.

After the fall of communism, NMS and Core implemented trade liberalization

with a rapid, bilateral reduction of tariffs. At the same time, NMS countries inte-

grated their capital markets more gradually and with substantial cross-country het-

erogeneity. Hungary implemented capital market integration earlier than other NMS

countries in a series of reforms. 2001 marked Hungary’s last capital market reform

that impacted corporations and, as Figure 2 shows, increased foreign-owned corpo-

rate credit. In the 1990s, during trade liberalization, the corporate sector received

limited foreign capital inflows compared to the period following the 2001 reform.

The 2001 capital market reform liberalized indirect capital inflows that re-

mained dominant relative to other foreign capital sources, despite earlier financial

integration efforts that, for example, encouraged FDI. Before 2001, banks could only

lend to firms using domestic sources because banks could not access foreign exchange

markets to provide domestic loans. Firms could only access foreign capital before

2001 through loans from their foreign parent company if they had any such owners.

The result was that despite only around 6% of firms being foreign-owned, "[i]n 1998,

more than one-third (35%) of total credit in the economy was internal credit between
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Figure 2: Foreign credit to non-financial corporations in Hungary, % GDP
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The BIS does not directly report foreign credit provided to domestic non-financial firms for construction,
see Appendix B—the dominance of state-owned enterprises until the early 90s complicated accounting
for the credit availability to private firms.

parent companies and subsidiaries" (Varela (2018)). The reform in 2001 removed the

restrictions on Hungarian banks on financing domestic credit from abroad, leading

to an influx of foreign credit, initially denominated in domestic currency, then more

and more in foreign currency.

2.2 Firm dynamics of capital inflows

The institutional setting of the capital market reform of 2001 allows the quan-

tification of the heterogeneous distributional impact of capital inflows on firms. The

administrative dataset of Hungarian firms between 2000 and 2008, summarized in

Table 1, contains information regarding the ownership structure of firm equity which

allows the evaluation of the effect of the capital market reform of 2001 in a difference-

and-difference setting. Firms with foreign owners in 2001 already had access to

foreign bank lending through shareholder loans and were unaffected by the reform.

Firms that did not have any shares owned by foreign entities were affected by the

reform, as domestic banks could now lend them credit obtained from foreign savings

and constitute the treated group.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of Hungarian firms between 2000-2008

Full Sample Incumbents Exits Entrants Exporting Always exporting Export entrants Export exit Foreign owned Always foreign owned
Firms 68132 28706 14123 31575 19568 3382 13780 11342 6350 4048
Share of total: 100 42 21 46 29 5 20 17 9 6
Share of exporters: - - - - 100 17 70 58 - -
Observations 408596 258354 41462 122070 144495 30438 98971 83481 44246 26371

Value added 146.18 199.56 106.92 33.75 323.01 925.56 156.06 156.37 786.1 1082.94
Capital 243.63 338.38 169.31 47.93 534.24 1500.98 273.73 271.52 1270.42 1678.96
Equity 333.3 477.01 176.05 53.15 740.51 2163.66 336.2 345.3 2061.65 2939.32

Export and foreign-owned status are based on export sales and on foreign ownership of equity, respectively. Quantities
displayed are means in millions of HUF. "Entrants" and "Exits" describe firms that entered or left the sample.
"Always" refers to incumbent firms that always exported or had foreign owners between 2000 and 2008. Appendix
B.3 contains additional details.

Focusing only on firms that do not change their export status and do not enter

or exit, the time-specific effect of the difference-in-difference estimation in Figure

3(a) reveals that the capital of non-foreign-owned incumbent firms grew by 17%

cumulatively more in the three years following the reform compared to firms with

foreign owners. This result is consistent with the implementation of the reform, as

previously potentially credit-constrained, non-foreign-owned firms could now acquire

cheaper capital. However, access to credit was heterogeneous across firms, and some

groups of firms were more affected than others. Specifically, exporters’ capital grew

by 27% compared to foreign-owned exporters.

Figure 3: Capital growth of incumbent firms
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β3 coefficients for the regression Y = β0 + β1t + β2D∅F. owned + β3t × D∅F. owned + β4Controls, with t for time,
D∅F. owned is the dummy variable which is one if there are no foreign owners. Controls include industry and regional
dummies. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. Non-exporters are firms that do not report any export
revenues in any of the years. The shaded area depicts the 95% confidence interval of the mean for incumbent firms
(left figure) and for firms that export between 2000 and 2008 (right figure). Relative equity is compared to the
median equity of all existing firms in 2000, and the position the firm held in 2000. Appendix B.3 contains additional
details.

Financial development was low in Hungary, and because domestic banks dis-

tributed foreign capital to firms, collateral constraints on debt could have inhibited
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access to credit. Hence, firms with larger equity had the potential to expand more.

Figure 3(b) reveals that exporters with below-median equity only grew 5–15% cumu-

latively after the reform, significantly less than exporters with above-median equity.

I measure the impact of capital inflow on the intensive margin by focusing only

on firms that retained their status throughout the period - they existed between 2000-

2008, and they either always exported or never did. However, firms did change their

status frequently, as Table 1 shows. First, only 42% of firms continuously operated

during this period, 21% of firms exited, and 46% of firms entered. Changes at the

extensive margin were also relevant for exporters because 29% of all firms exported

at least once, but only 17% of these firms exported in all years.

To evaluate and compare the contribution to capital growth on the exten-

sive and intensive margins following the capital market reform, I decompose ARPK

growth according to the Melitz and Polanec (2015) methodology.3 Table 2 shows the

changes in the distribution of ARPK across different sub-samples of firms. There

are two reasons why the decomposition of the intensive margin is consistent with in-

cumbent firms without foreign owners receiving more capital than those with foreign

owners.

Table 2: Dynamic Olley-Pakes decomposition for ARPK growth, % , 2001-2008

Overall Incumbent Distributional Reallocation Newborn Exiting
Full sample 14 17 3 14 -3 -0
Firms with foreign owners 17 17 11 6 -2 2
Firms without foreign owners 12 19 1 18 -3 -4
Exporters with foreign owners 21 14 7 7 -1 8
Exporters without foreign owners 4 4 -16 20 12 -12
Non-exporters with foreign owners -11 35 20 15 -26 -20
Non-exporters without foreign owners 20 41 7 33 -4 -16

Capital used as weights sj =
kj
K

used to decompose the overall growth of average revenue productivity of capital,

ARPK =
∑
j∈J ARPKjsj with ARPKj =

V Aj

Kj
. Overall refers to all firms while Incumbent, Newborn and

Exiting correspond to separating the set of indices J into firms that are either incumbents in, enter to, or exit
from the sub-sample year on year. A firm can be incumbent in one year, exiting in another one. Incumbent
ARPK gains can be due to firm-level distributional shifts or as a result of capital reallocation. I provide further
details about the interpretation of each column in Appendix B.3

First, in any of the sub-samples of firms without foreign owners, the reallocation

term was substantially higher than for firms with foreign owners. Incumbent firms

with an already high ARPK (due to either high productivity or low capital) increased

their weight on ARPK growth, implying that their capital grew. Alternatively, firms

with lower ARPK lost capital. Either way, the financial system allocated capital to
3Kuosmanen and Kuosmanen (2021) explains the limitations to the methodology.
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more credit-constrained firms.

Second, the distributional term was lower for firms without foreign owners

than those with foreign owners. In a partial-equilibrium, static, neoclassical firm

model, when a firm obtains additional capital and has decreasing returns to capital

in the production function, it experiences a decline in its ARPK as the denominator

increases more than the value added in the numerator. The difference between the

reallocation term (20%) and the distributional term (-16%) was the greatest for

exporters, implying that exporters were the most affected by capital inflows.

Capital inflows could also affect firm selection because the contributions on

the extensive margin to overall ARPK growth are quantitatively significant. When

entrants have higher ARPK than incumbents upon entry compared to incumbents,

the growth from newborns contributes positively to ARPK growth. The highest

contribution, 12%, is for exporters without foreign owners, implying that new en-

trants to this group have higher productivity or lower capital than incumbents. The

lower capital stock of entrants to incumbents is consistent with incumbent exporters

without foreign owners acquiring more capital than other firms.

Exiting firms contribute negatively to ARPK growth if they are relatively more

productive or have less capital, which was the case for non-foreign-owned firms (-

4%) but not for firms with foreign owners (2%). Non-foreign-owned exiting firms

were more productive or had less capital, suggesting that capital inflows potentially

generated misallocation of capital on the extensive margin by preventing the exit of

unproductive firms.

Other terms in the decomposition indicate that the economy was still adjusting

to a trade shock. The share of exporters increased in the sample, increasing the

relative contribution of exporters over time. Highly productive non-exporters started

exporting, further decreasing the exit contribution of ARPK for non-exporters and

increasing the entry contribution of ARPK for exporters.

Overall, the evidence suggests that allowing capital inflows present a tradeoff

for policymakers. The main benefit of capital market integration is that capital

grows substantially within the first 3–5 years, especially for exporters, who tend to

be more productive than the average firm leading to improving current account. The

main cost is increased misallocation, as some productive firms with lower equity do

not expand and even exit exporting. I use the quantitative model to evaluate this
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tradeoff between aggregate productivity, welfare, and international trade.

3 Model description

The world consists of two economies, Home and Foreign, populated by a con-

tinuum of infinitely lived households, with measure L and L∗, respectively.4 House-

holds are heterogeneous with respect to their entrepreneurial productivity z, their

net wealth a and their occupation choice e ∈ {Worker, Non-exporter firm, Exporting

firm} = {w, d, ex}. They can also save in two different assets, a risk-free bond and

a capital stock. Households that choose to operate their firms are entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurs hire capital and labor on centralized capital and labor markets. Ex-

porting entrepreneurs can sell their products domestically, but non-exporting en-

trepreneurs can sell domestically only. All households consume and invest the final

good, Yt, purchased at a price Pt per unit of the final good. Final good producers

use domestic and imported entrepreneurs’ output to assemble the final good.

3.1 Setup

I describe the preferences of households, the production technology of en-

trepreneurs and final good producers, and the market structure of the Home economy.

The Foreign economy faces an identical environment to the Home economy.

3.1.1 Households

Households live forever, maximize expected utility with discount factor β, and

with instantaneous utility given by u(c) = log(c), where c is the local consumption

good. They can imperfectly insure themselves against uncertainty by purchasing

assets. They can choose to become workers or entrepreneurs every period. Workers

earn wage Wt without facing any income risk. Entrepreneurs earn profits and no

labor income. Households not exporting in the last period must pay an entry cost if

they choose to start exporting. Profits Πex and Πd are earned based on productivity z

and capital stock k. Exporters also choose how much to export and sell domestically

and abroad.
4Foreign production indexed with F, consumption with *, Home notation is suppressed. Time

notation is suppressed whenever possible.
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3.1.2 Asset structure

Households can borrow in a risk-free asset, bt+1, denominated in Foreign final

good, at the interest rate rt+1. A household with bt+1 > 0 is borrowing and with

bt+1 < 0 is saving. Hence, future repayment on debt must equal (1 + rt+1)bt+1.

Households can also accumulate local capital good, kt+1, that depreciates at rate

δ and can be used in production next period. The risk-free asset is pooled by a

competitive financial sector lending it to the intermediate-goods-producing sector.

Effectively, the risk-free asset reallocates capital to households that would like to

use more capital for production than they currently own. However, the household’s

borrowing activity is subject to agency frictions — borrowers might renege on their

debt and retain some of their wealth. Hence, they can only borrow bt+1 up to θ

fraction of the value of their capital stock Ptki,t+1. Denoting at+1 := Ptki,t+1 − bt+1,

the borrowing constraint becomes:

Ptkt+1 ≤
at+1

1− θ
(1)

I assume that once the productivity shock realizes, households can adjust their port-

folio without incurring any cost but are not allowed to change their total savings,

similar to the assumption in Midrigan and Xu (2014) and Moll (2014). This assump-

tion reduces the state space from the two assets (b, k) to only a, referred to as net

worth, equity, or wealth.

The financial sector has two roles in the model economy. First, it allows a

frictionless exchange of capital and risk-free asset within the period after the pro-

ductivity shock realizes. Second, it allows additional capital lending to entrepreneurs,

albeit with agency frictions, where repayment occurs after production and sales. The

borrowing tightness θ is one of the crucial parameters controlling the speed of real-

location of capital among producers. The net financial income from holding capital

and debt, but without any income from using capital in production, is

Ptkt(1− δ)− bt(1 + rt)− Ptkt+1 + bt+1

= at(1 + rt)− at+1 − Pt−1kt(1 + rt −
Pt
Pt−1

(1− δ)) (2)

I denote the rental rate of capital as Rt = Pt−1(1 + rt − Pt
Pt−1

(1− δ)).
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3.1.3 Entrepreneurs

Households are all endowed with a unique variety indexed by j. If they become

entrepreneurs, they compete monopolistically with other producers, considering the

demand when they decide about production. They combine capital k, labor l, and

productivity zt to produce their output ztF (k, l) = ztk
αl1−α, where α is the capital

intensity. If they become exporters, they must decide how much to sell abroad. Net

worth at is only relevant for production because the leverage constraint implies their

capital choice is restricted. zt follows a first-order autoregressive process with id-

iosyncratic log-normal innovations. Entrepreneurs cannot operate their firms abroad

or buy and sell equity.5

3.1.4 Exporters

Exporters earn revenue pX from domestically sold goods X and revenue p∗X∗

from exported goods X∗. Non-exporting entrepreneurs solve a similar, restricted

problem compared to exporters because they cannot earn revenues abroad. Because

only households that choose to become producers can become debtors, the leverage

constraint is included in their problem6 and distort the average and marginal returns

to capital:

Πex(zt, at) = max
X,X∗,k,l

pX + p∗X∗ −Wtl −Rtkt

X + (1 + τt)X
∗ ≤ ztF (k, l) (µ)

Pt−1k ≤
at

1− θ
(λ)

3.1.5 Bellman equation of households

The assumption that households can adjust the portfolio between the different

assets allows the disentangling of the production decisions of entrepreneurs from

the household’s problem. Computationally entrepreneurs solve a static problem of

profit maximization, which households take as given to solve a more straightforward
5In line with Section 2 that equity financing changed modestly in this period. Foreign-owned

firms would have access to Foreign lending technology, and having better financial institutions -
albeit for all Home firms - is explored in Appendix C.

6Solving this static problem yields the decision rules for exporters — for details, see Appendix
A.
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dynamic discrete choice problem:

Vt(zt, at, et) = max
ct,at+1,et+1

u(ct) + βEVt+1(zt+1, at+1, et+1) (3)

s.t.: Ptct + at+1 = (1 + rt)at + 1et+1=wWt + 1et+1=dΠ
d(zt, at)

+ 1et+1=ex(Π
ex(zt, at)− 1et∈{w,d}Wtfex) (4)

at+1 ≥ 0 (5)

where fex is the cost of entering the exporting sector in labor units. Exporting

households must pay the export entry costs if they were workers or non-exporters in

the previous period. However, the entry cost is non-recoverable and non-pledgeable.

Πex(zt, at) and Πex(zt, at) denote the profits of entrepreneurs producing intermediate

goods.

3.1.6 Final-goods producer

The final-good producer competitively produces country-specific consumption

and investment goods using intermediate inputs with constant elasticity of substi-

tution (CES) technology. Intermediate inputs can be purchased from Home en-

trepreneurs or imported from Foreign exporters. For one unit of imported goods to

arrive, 1 + τt units must be transported as τt melts away:

max
Yt,{Xt(j),XF,t(j)}j

PtYt −
∫
It∪It,x

pt(j)Xt(j)dj −
∫
IF,t,x

pF,t(j)XF,t(j)dj (6)

s.t.: Yt =
(∫

It∪It,x
X

σ−1
σ

t (j)dj +

∫
IF,t,x

X
σ−1
σ

F,t (j)dj
) σ
σ−1 (7)

where pt(j), Xt(j) denotes the price and quantity of the j-th variety and It, It,x, IF,t,x

denotes the measure of non-exporting and exporting (Home or Foreign) firms. Let

Pt denote the optimal price index:

Pt =

(∫
(pt(j))

1−σdj +

∫
(pF,t(j)dj)

1−σ

) 1
1−σ

(8)

Solving the final-good producer’s problem yields isoelastic inverse demand functions

for the intermediate inputs. Entrepreneurs take these demand functions into account

in their profit-maximization problem. I use aggregate productivity to measure the
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economy’s effectiveness in utilizing the factors of production to explain the equi-

librium dynamics. Appendix A.3 provides additional discussion on the differences

across productivity measures in the model.

3.2 Competitive equilibrium

I define the equilibrium along the transition path as the effects of reforms

change over time in the data. Let Gt(a, z, e) be the cumulative density function

for the joint distribution of households over the state variables (a, z, e), and let

Qt(a, z, e, a
′, z′, e′) be the transition function. Then the equilibrium object consists of

functions {Gt(a, z, e), Qt(a, z, e, a
′, z′, e′)}∞t=0, allocations {Xt, X

∗
t , ct, lt, kt, at+1, et+1}∞t=0,

prices: {Pt, pt, p∗t ,Wt, rt}∞t=0 trade costs {τt}∞t=0 and their foreign counterparts con-

stitute an equilibrium if:

• given prices, the allocations solve the household’s, the entrepreneur’s, and the

final-goods producer’s problem

• the labor market clears:

0 =

∫ [
lt
(
1{et+1=d} + 1{et+1=ex}

)
− 1{et+1=w} (9)

+ 1{et∈{w,d},et+1=ex}fx

]
dGt (10)

• final goods market clears:

(∫
It

X
σ−1
σ

t (j)dj +

∫
IF,t,x

X
σ−1
σ

F,t (j)dj
) σ
σ−1

=∫ (
cit + kt+1 − (1− δ)kt

)
dGt

(11)

• capital market clearing depends on the level of integration. Define a country’s

net financial asset position:

NFAt = −
∑
e

∫
a,z

[
Pt−1kt − at

]
dGt (12)
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– closed capital markets:

NFAt = 0 (13)

– integrated capital markets:

NFAt +NFA∗t = 0 (14)

• distribution evolves:

Gt+1 =

∫
Qt(a, z, e, a

′, z′, e′)dGt (15)

• ∀ S = {A,Z,X} measurable subset of the power set of the state space, the

transition function becomes

Qt(S, (a′, z′, e′)) = 1a′∈at+1(S)πz(Z, zt+1)1e′∈et(S) (16)

where πz is defined by the productivity process of the entrepreneurs.

4 Quantitative Analysis

I use the model to understand the main trade-offs regarding integrating cap-

ital and goods markets after demonstrating that the model economy matches key

features of the firm- and country-level data. The first experiment is to integrate

capital markets in the model economy, comparing the results to Section 2 and focus-

ing on productivity changes. The main experiment focuses on joint capital market

integration and trade liberalization, explaining the steady-state changes and the im-

plications for the transition path and welfare.7

7In Appendix C, I show how capital market integration operates in an economy with higher
trade barriers and how improvements in financial development affect the gains from trade and
capital inflows. I also summarize the implications for the Foreign economy in more detail.
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Table 3: Calibrated parameters and moments

Parameter Value Target Source & Year Data Model

Financial Development

Borrowing tightness, θ 0.66 Total Credit to nonfinancials, %GDP BIS 2008 62 62
Foreign discount factor,β∗ 0.948 Bank lending rate in Germany r∗ ECB 2008 January 5 5
Home discount factor, β 0.85 Foreign Credit to nonfinancials, %Total credit BIS 2008 53 53

Trade

Initial import trade cost, τ0 0.53 Initial Import
GDP WB 1991/TiVA 1995 21 21

Final import trade cost, τ∞ 0.35 Final Import
GDP WB 2008/TiVA 2008 42 42

Firm dynamics

Avg. export entry cost, fex 450% Entry rate to exports Firm level, Hungary 20 24
s.d. of LN productivity innovation, σz 0.045 s.d. value added Firm level, Hungary 0.82 0.83
AR(1) of LN productivity innovation, ρz 0.92 Auto-correlation of value added Firm level, Hungary 0.43 0.43

Simulated moments of the model matched with moments in the data. Construction of the moments is
described in detail in Appendix B. All parameters are calibrated according to the assumption that both
trade and capital market integration is completed by 2008, only with the exception of τ0.

4.1 Calibration

The quantitative exercise replicates the historical situation that NMS coun-

tries faced after 1989. Aggregate data from the World Bank (WB), World Inequality

Database (WID), Bank of International Settlements (BIS), the Trade in Value Added

(TiVA) database of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

and firm-level data from Hungary capture the relevant features of the NMS econ-

omy at the annual frequency. Data from 2008 corresponds to a steady state with

liberalized trade and integrated capital markets. The Home economy corresponds

to the entire economy of NMS, not just that of Hungary, and the Foreign economy

corresponds to the economy of the Core.

Calibration parameters and targets are shown in Table 3. The efficiency of the

financial system, measured as the domestic credit available to firms, is worse in the

Home economy than in the Foreign economy. In the model, the borrowing tightness

θ and the discount factor β jointly determine domestic credit to GDP. However,

while a lower θ lowers the reallocation of capital to productive firms, it also leads

to lower demand for capital and hence a lower capital rental rate because financial

constraints prevent entrepreneurs from increasing their debt. With the integration

of capital markets, a lower rental rate in Home relative to Foreign would generate a

capital outflow from the Home economy. As capital market integration resulted in

an inflow of capital to NMS from Core, a lower Home discount factor is necessary to

lower domestic savings. Different discount factors demonstrate that domestic NMS

capital markets are not "deep" enough to compete with Core.8 Differences in discount
8A transaction cost on external finance has a similar effect, leading to a deeper equity market
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factors lead to a permanent trade and capital account imbalance across Home and

Foreign, generating benefits from capital market integration for both economies even

in the steady state.

Variable trade costs in Home match Hungary’s aggregate import share before

and after trade liberalization. Because intermediate-good producers in the model

do not use intermediates to produce, gross imports and exports in the data are

transformed into value-added terms using the domestic content in gross exports.

The entry cost is vital in its potential to amplify misallocation. Entry costs are

such that the export entry rate in the model targets the annual export entry rate

of Hungarian firms. Due to smaller firms’ under-reporting of their export status,

the fraction of firms that export can vary between 2− 38% in Hungary, whereas the

entry rate is the same across datasets. Hence, the export entry rate is more reliable

than the fraction of exporter firms in the data. Moreover, a higher entry cost has

an ambiguous effect on the fraction of exporting firms, as firms are also less likely to

exit, but it always results in a lower entry rate.

The extent of capital misallocation depends primarily on the firm productivity

process, with more dispersed and less autocorrelated productivity increasing misal-

location. The model targets autocorrelation and standard deviation of value-added,

obtained in the firm-level data from running a fixed effects regression with lagged

dependent variable on the sample of all surviving firms from 2000-2008.

Table 4 contains the preassigned parameters. The elasticity of substitution

captures the gains from trade by controlling the value of a new variety. Borrowing

tightness θ∗ abroad is assumed to be higher in Foreign because lower financial frictions

and higher financial development characterize the Core economies. The fixed cost of

entry to exporting f ∗ex is lower than in Home to compensate for the difference in the

size of the markets.

in Home, which would also be counterfactual.
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Table 4: Preassigned parameters

Parameter Value Source/Target Comments

Home population, L 1 - Normalization
Foreign population, L∗ 4 UN 1989 Population ratio, Core vs. NMS
Elasticity of substitution, σ 4 Simonovska and Waugh (2014) Trade, not substitution
Foreign borrowing tightness, θ∗ 0.86 Midrigan and Xu (2014) Developed countries (Korean) firm data
Depreciation, δ 0.06 Midrigan and Xu (2014) -

Avg. export entry cost, f ∗ex 0.75% fex× Market size proportional to cost
[
Y ∗

Y

] 1
σ w∗

w
∗ P = 6

The Foreign economy is assumed to be more developed, productive, and larger than the Home economy,
but is still comparable. Parameters controlling Foreign variable export costs or firm productivity are
set the same as in Home, except for export entry cost, which corrects for the size differences across
markets.

Table 5 compares the non-targeted moments in the model relative to the data.

The model can explain around half of the standard deviation of the dispersion of

returns to capital, which is the primary measure of capital misallocation. The fixed

cost of entry amplifies the aggregate dispersion in the average revenue product of cap-

ital, but the model can explain only a fraction of the variance, similar to Gopinath

et al. (2017). The fraction of exporting firms varies depending on including small

firms in the dataset. The model qualitatively captures similar leverage ratios across

exporters and non-exporters, even though exporters use external finance dispropor-

tionately more in the model than in the data.

The larger population of Foreign ensures higher TFP in Foreign due to having

access to a greater number of varieties. Without exogenous productivity difference

between the two countries, the model generates the observed higher development and

larger size of the Core economy.

Finally, the model captures the top wealth shares well before and after re-

forms, despite slightly underestimating income inequality. With endogenous returns

to wealth, the model generates higher wealth inequality than income inequality, as

in Benhabib and Bisin (2018).
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Table 5: Non-targeted moments

Description Data Model Source & Year

Production
Standard deviation of ARPK 1.36 0.5 Firm level, Hungary
Standard deviation of log capital growth 0.61 0.66 Firm level, Hungary
Exporters
Fraction of firms that export 29 40 Table 1
Mean leverage, all firms 46 52 Table 1
Mean leverage, exporters 51 50 Table 1
Fraction of total debt credited to exporters 57 66 Firm level, Hungary
Fraction of total capital used by exporters 64 67 Firm level, Hungary
Fraction of total employment used by exporters 55 62 Firm level, Hungary
Inequality
GDP per capita, Hungary vs. Germany 34 28 WB, 2008
Top 10% wealth share 53 57 HSO 2014
Top 10% income share 34 28 WID 2008
Top 1% income share 11 6 WID 2008
Top 10% income share 24 25 WID 1991
Top 1% income share 6 5 WID 1991

Simulated moments of the model, that are not targeted with parameters, are com-
pared to the data. Leverage is the ratio of debt to assets. ARPK is unconditional
average between 2000-2008, higher than in Figure 1. Construction of the other
moments is described in Appendix B.

The left panel of Figure 4 shows the capital choice of an exporter and illustrates

the relationship between exporting and finance in the model. The optimal capital

stock, without financial frictions, increases productivity due to the demand structure.

With collateral constraints, a more productive firm is relatively more constrained for

a fixed level of net worth, i.e., it would use relatively more capital without finan-

cial frictions. Firms with lower productivity tend to obtain capital closer to their

unconstrained choice. Firms with a reason to expand can be constrained and have

a positive λ, implying a positive firm-level correlation between λ and productivity.

The right panel of Figure 4 shows that exiting patterns also depend on net worth,

as exporters with high net worth and low productivity do not necessarily exit.
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Figure 4: Exporter’s decision depends on productivity and net worth
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(b) Exit (pale) decision of incumbent exporters

The state space representation of the policy function of k(a,z) is compared to the financially unconstrained policy
function kopt under the calibrated economy. From left to right: Given the equity, the more productive the firm is, the
higher the unconstrained capital stock, and hence the further the capital is to the unconstrained capital choice. From
bottom to top: Given the productivity, the greater the firm’s equity, the closer the capital is to the unconstrained
capital choice. The dark blue area on the right indicates the combination of productivity and wealth when incumbent
exporters stay exporters. From left to right: Given the firm’s equity, the more productive it is, the more likely it is
to stay an exporter. From bottom to top: For given productivity, the greater the firm’s equity, the more likely it is
to stay an exporter.

4.2 Capital inflows

To understand the connection between capital inflows and exporting presented

in Section 2, in Table 6, I show the steady-state changes in the Home economy

following the capital market reform (right column), compared to the initial, pre-

reform, closed capital markets economy (left column).

Misallocation, measured as the dispersion in returns to capital, increases as

much as the data counterpart in Figure 1, resulting in a 5% decline in aggregate pro-

ductivity. Despite the 35% increase in capital stock, output, and wages declined by

2% and 1%, respectively. Similar to Gopinath et al. (2017), misallocation stemming

from capital inflows results in aggregate productivity and output losses. Neverthe-

less, aggregate consumption and consumption equivalent welfare increase by 1% and

5.6%, respectively. A sharp increase in wealth inequality also indicates heterogeneous

welfare effects for households.

Exports increase by 3% while imports remain the same, implying that Foreign

benefits from additional trade, while Home pays for the interest on Foreign loans

by running a positive trade balance. Home uses the extra finance to increase the

entrepreneurship rate from 20% to 22%. More of these firms are non-exporters, and

the fraction of exporting firms declines from 46% to 40%. In the data, the share of

firms that export increases, implying that capital inflows alone cannot explain the
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Table 6: Effects of capital market integration

Capital Market Closed Integrated

Productivity
TFP 100 95
Standard deviation of ARPK 0.34 0.5

Aggregates
GDP 100 98
GDP∗ 100 104
Consumption 100 101
Capital 100 135

Welfare and Inequality
Consumption equivalent welfare 0 5.6
Top 10% wealth share 44 57

Factor prices
Real wage 100 99
Interest rate premium r − r∗ 9 0

Trade
Import
GDP 42 42
Export 100 103
Entrepreneurship rate 20 22
Share of exporters 46 40
CPI 133 137
Credit
GDP 49 62
Foreign Credit

Credit 0 53
The quantities without a data counterpart are normalized to the
closed capital market steady state - the integrated capital mar-
kets steady state is compared to the data in Table 5. Consump-
tion equivalent welfare change takes the transition dynamics into
account. Asterisks indicate Foreign variables.

rise in the number of export firms.

Capital inflows can, however, explain the increase in the capital growth of

exporters relative to non-exporters. Table 7 show the changes separately for non-

exporter and exporter firms. Capital inflow increases the number of exporting firms

by 2%, and exporters utilize 4 p.p. more capital and 2 p.p. less labor from the

total available capital and labor. While non-exporters also receive capital inflows,

the 26% increase in the number of non-exporting firms decreases the average capital

size by 5%. Exporters increase their capital size by 42%, resulting in an overall 17%

increase in the average capital size of all firms. Relative to the empirical results in

Figure 19, the model predicts higher capital growth: 17% vs. 15% for all firms and

42% vs. 33% for exporters. As the capital size of exporters increases, they maintain

their status for longer, increasing the average expected duration from 2.6 years to

4.1 years.

The decline in aggregate productivity results from changes in firm-level pro-
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Table 7: Effects of capital market integration on different sectors

Capital Market Closed Integrated

Extensive margin
Non-exporting firms 100 126
Exporting firms 100 102

Intensive margin
% of capital used by exporters 63 67
% of labor used by exporters 64 62
Avg. duration (years) of export status 2.5 4.1
Average capital size of non-exporters 100 95
Average capital size of exporters 100 142
Average capital size 100 117
Mean leverage, all firms 53 52
Mean leverage, exporters 51 50

Standard deviation of ARPK
Non-exporting 0.34 0.46
Exporter 0.33 0.48

Within type productivity loss
Non-exporting 2.6 4.7
Exporter 2.5 4.8
Standard deviation of marginal capital productivity is calculated
within firm types {d, ex}. Productivity loss is defined as TFP

e
i −TFPi

TFPe
i

with TFP ei defined as the productivity of firm type {d, ex} that would
occur if all firms would be able to obtain their unconstrained input
choice.

ductivity because aggregate productivity is a weighted sum of exporting and non-

exporting firm productivity. The standard deviation of ARPK increases within firm

types after capital inflows. Assuming free reallocation of capital and labor within firm

types and eliminating the differences in capital returns yields higher productivity.

The productivity loss compared to the free-within-firm-type reallocation measures

the static impact of financial frictions and increases with the standard deviation of

ARPK. The static productivity loss of financial frictions increases from 2.5% to 4.8%

for exporting firms and from 2.6% to 4.8% for non-exporters. Aggregate productiv-

ity is weighted more towards exports,9 especially after integration, the increase in

productivity loss among exporters disproportionately impacts TFP.

The reason for the increase in misallocation at the micro level is analogous to

the mechanism of trade liberalization considered by Melitz (2003). Productivity and

allocative efficiency is affected in general equilibrium because certain firms benefit

and grow disproportionately more than others. Without financial frictions, capital

inflows affect all firms equally, as the rate of returns to capital is equal across firms.
9See Appendix A.3 for the discussion on export accounting.
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Aggregate productivity and allocative efficiency is not affected, as there would be no

misallocation of resources.10 With financial frictions, the aggregate productivity of

producers is affected. Focusing on exporters, I decompose the changes in potential

exporting profits Πex due to the domestic interest rate changes as:

∆Πex

∆r
=

∆Πex

∆l

∆l

∆r
+

∆Πex

∆k

∆k

∆r
+ Direct effect (17)

The direct effect is proportionally the same for all exporters because it comes from

the same general equilibrium effects of higher foreign demand, holding the factors

of production constant. Financial frictions and factor prices determine the indirect

effect driving the differences across exporters.

Depending on their wealth level, financial frictions affect a firm’s ability to

expand. Unconstrained firms with a high wealth-to-productivity ratio are unaffected

by financial frictions and are the firms that can expand. Constrained firms with a

low wealth-to-productivity ratio, however, cannot expand their capital stock only

after accumulating more wealth. Constrained firms tend to be the more productive.

Hence financial frictions primarily impede the expansion of productive firms. With

the decline in the rental rate, all entrepreneurs would like to expand, but only the

previously unconstrained producers can.

Consider first the change in capital input used in production by firms across the

state space in the post-capital market integration steady state. Figure 5(a) shows

that under integrated capital markets, unproductive, wealthy exporters increase their

capital stock by 200%, whereas productive, poor exporters cannot increase their

capital stock until they can increase their wealth. Figure 5(b) shows the relative

change in potential profits. As profits are also affected by labor costs, the increase

in profits is more compressed than the change in capital. Still, potential exporting

profits increase by up to 80% for unconstrained and unproductive firms and only

go up by 20% for productive but constrained firms. The change in profits changes

the dynamic incentive for firms to stay exporters. Figure 5(c) shows how capital

market integration shifts the exit decision to the left in the state space, allowing

unproductive, wealthy firms to remain exporters.
10A frictionless benchmark is considered in Liu et al. (2022), in which case the change in foreign

ownership of capital predicts the gains from inflows, similar to changes in trade shares in Arkolakis
et al. (2012).
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Figure 5: Exporters decision change with capital market integration
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(c) Exit decision

Potential percentage changes of capital (a) and profits (b) relative to the capital and profits of exporters in the closed
capital markets steady state. For the exiting decision of exporters (c), the pale azure area on the left indicates that
exporters exit under both capital market regimes. Exporters in the middle, light azure area exit only under closed
capital markets. Exporters in the right, dark blue area, remain exporters under either capital market regime.

Changes in the exit decisions of exporters lead to an increase in unproductive

exporters. In Table 8, I categorize exporters into four bins based on their productivity

and wealth. The threshold for wealth is the median wealth of all entrepreneurs in

the steady state with closed capital markets, as in Figures 17 and 18. Capital market

integration increases the fraction of exporters from the initial 77% (87% in the data)

of exporters to 92% (95% in the data). Despite the increase in the number of wealthy

exporters, the fraction of productive exporters declines by 13 p.p., and the fraction

of wealthy but unproductive exporters increases by more than 300%, from 7% to

25%.

Table 8: Distribution of exporters

Capital Market Closed Integrated
Low wealth and low productivity 6 2
Low wealth and high productivity 17 5
High wealth and low productivity 7 25
High wealth and high productivity 70 67
The productivity threshold is defined as the average en-
trepreneurial productivity of all households, even if not oper-
ating a firm. The wealth threshold is the median wealth of all
entrepreneurs with a closed capital market steady state. Num-
bers indicate percentages.

Capital inflows generate similar observable effects in the model as in the data.

In addition to quantitatively matching firm-level characteristics, the model predicts

deteriorating aggregate productivity and increases misallocation in the long run.

While lower productivity can be of concern to policymakers, higher exporter growth

can augment trade integration. Therefore, it is natural to consider the effects of both
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reforms jointly, in the long- and short-run, and for welfare in further detail.

4.3 Trade and capital market integration

Focusing on the long-run effect of trade liberalization in Table 9, I show the

changes in the Home economy following a trade liberalization with closed capital

markets (middle column) or integrated capital markets (right column), compared to

the initial, pre-reform economy (left column). The pre-reform steady state deter-

mines the starting point from which to evaluate the sequencing of reforms, and the

post-reform economies are the two potential final steady states.

Table 9: Trade liberalization under closed and integrated capital markets

Integration None Trade Trade and capital

Productivity
TFP 100 110 105
Standard deviation of ARPK 0.33 0.34 0.5

Aggregates
Output 100 116 127
Income 100 107 107
Consumption 100 104 104.4
Capital 100 98 132

Welfare and Inequality
Consumption equivalent welfare 0 4.6 11.6*
Top 10% wealth share 47 44 57

Factor prices
Real wage 100 106 105
Interest rate premium %: r − r∗ 9 9 0

Trade
Import
GDP 21 42 42
Export 100 154 158
Entrepreneurship rate 21 20 22
Share of exporters 32 46 40
CPI 140 133 137
Credit
GDP 57 49 62
Foreign Credit

Credit 0 0 53
The baseline economy without integration refers to the hypothetical state
of the economy before reforms, while the middle and the right column are
the columns in Table 7 but normalized to the closed capital market steady
state without trade integration, presented in the left column. Consumption
equivalent welfare change takes the transition dynamics into account assum-
ing immediate capital market integration - postponing by 10 years reduces
gains to 10.6 %. Asterisks indicate Foreign variables.

Trade liberalization with closed capital markets increases aggregate produc-

tivity by 10%. The decline in capital misallocation does not drive the increase in

productivity as the standard deviation of ARPK increases from 0.33 to 0.34. Ag-

gregate output gains are even larger than productivity gains because there is also
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an additional appreciation of the Home currency due to the size difference between

Home and Foreign. Aggregate consumption increases by 4%, less than productivity,

due to an increase in the share of exporters, resulting in more household income spent

on entry costs. The latter effect also lowers the aggregate capital stock, as investing

in exporting firm equity in terms of entry costs crowds out capital. Consumption

equivalent welfare increases by 4.6%.

The effect of trade liberalization is comparable to that of capital market in-

tegration discussed in Section 4.2. Combining trade and capital market integration

dampens the productivity gains from 10% to only 5% and increases misallocation

compared to trade integration under closed capital markets. Due to the transition

dynamics, welfare gains from implementing both reforms are higher than from im-

plementing both reforms sequentially (4.6% + 5.6% < 11.6%). Welfare gains from

trade are also no longer linked to the "gains" in aggregate productivity or consump-

tion. Empirically, most countries liberalizing their trade allow some form of capital

inflow, making it challenging to recover welfare gains based on the decomposition of

aggregate productivity. Aggregate productivity changes only provide a lower bound

for the implied welfare change. Despite the increase in goods market integration,

South experienced low productivity growth compared to NMS in the 1990s.11 As

there was a simultaneous inflow of capital to the South, the welfare benefits of inte-

gration were potentially higher than implied by productivity gains or compared to

the NMS countries.

Firm dynamics are essential to explain the results. Table 10 shows the changes

across firm types in the long run. The number of non-exporting firms declines by 25%

while the number of exporting firms increases by 34% following trade liberalization,

and capital flows only mitigate the decline in the number of non-exporting firms.

Reducing trade barriers also increases labor (15 p.p.) and capital (16 p.p.) allocated

to exporters. The average lifespan of exporters increases from 2.3 to 2.5 years, but

the effects of capital inflows are substantially more important, increasing the average

duration to 4.1 years. Trade liberalization increases misallocation for exporters but

decreases it for non-exporters. Productivity losses for exporters increase from 1.8%

to 2.5%, further increased by capital inflows to 4.8%.12

11I consider this empirical implication in Appendix B.1: countries with fewer restrictions on
capital flows experience lower productivity gains from trade.

12I consider the empirical implications in Appendix B.2: more export-oriented industries with
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Table 10: Effects of trade liberalization on different sectors

Integration None Trade Trade and capital

Extensive margin
Non-exporting firms 100 75 95
Exporting firms 100 134 136

Intensive margin
% of capital used by exporters 48 63 67
% of labor used by exporters 48 64 62
Avg. duration (years) of export status 2.3 2.5 4.1
Average capital size of non-exporters 100 93 89
Average capital size of exporters 100 96 136
Average capital size 100 104 122

Standard deviation of ARPK
Non-exporting 0.35 0.34 0.46
Exporter 0.30 0.33 0.48

Within type productivity loss
Non-exporting 2.7 2.6 4.7
Exporter 1.8 2.5 4.8
Standard deviation of marginal capital productivity is calculated within firm types
{d, ex}. Productivity loss is defined as TFPe

i −TFPi

TFPe
i

with TFP ei defined as the
productivity of firm type {d, ex} that would occur if all firms would be able to
obtain their unconstrained input choice.

The reason for the increase in misallocation among exporters following trade

liberalization is analogous to capital market integration. Figure 6 shows the change

in capital input used in production by firms. Under capital and trade integration,

unproductive, wealthy exporters increase their capital stock by 250%, whereas pro-

ductive, poor exporters can increase their capital stock by only 50%. Trade inte-

gration without an inflow of capital compresses the gains for all exporters. Even

though unproductive, wealthy exporters expand by 18%, productive exporters with

low wealth also expand by 6%, limiting the increase in misallocation. The change

in capital drives the change in profits and changes the dynamic incentive for firms

to become and stay exporters.13 Figure 7 shows that, regardless of capital market

openness, trade liberalization shifts the exit decision to the left in the state space,

explaining the increase in the lifespan of exporters. Nevertheless, the shift is more

pronounced and tilted towards unproductive, wealthy firms in the case of both capital

trade integration.

Changes in the exit decisions of exporters change the long-run composition of

exporters. Table 11 categorizes exporters based on their productivity and wealth.

lower financial development show higher levels of capital misallocation.
13see Figure 22 in Appendix C
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Figure 6: Percentage change in capital
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Percentage change in capital relative to the pre-reform economy. Trade liberalization under open capital markets (a)
implies that more productive firms can expand relatively less for a given wealth. While the same is valid for trade
liberalization under closed capital markets (b), the differences in capital are more condensed.

Figure 7: Changes in the exit decision of exporters
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For the exiting decision of exporters the pale area on the left indicates that exporters exit under both before and
after trade liberalization. Exporters in the middle, light area exit only under closed trade. Exporters in the right,
dark area, remain exporters both before and after trade liberalization.

Relative to the initial steady state, trade liberalization with closed capital markets

decreases the fraction of wealthy exporters from 86% to 77% due to the increase in

the number of exporting firms. Productive entrants find it optimal to export even

with lower wealth, increasing the share of these exporters from 11% to 17%. The

share of unproductive and wealthy exporters increases from 6% to 7%. The overall

effect is that capital misallocation increases only slightly on the extensive margin, as

the share of high-productivity exporters declines from 91% to 87%. Capital inflow

reverses the increase in more productive, low-wealth exporters, lower than before

trade liberalization, from 17% to 5% of exporters, contributing to the decline in the

share of productive exporters to 72%.

In the long run, capital inflows lead to higher misallocation of capital because

more exporters are of low productivity but are wealthy and, thus, use dispropor-

tionately more capital and live longer. However, capital inflows also allocate more
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Table 11: Distribution of exporters

Integration None Trade Trade and capital
Low wealth and low productivity 3 6 2
Low wealth and high productivity 11 17 5
High wealth and low productivity 6 7 25
High wealth and high productivity 80 70 67

The productivity threshold is defined as the average entrepreneurial
productivity of all households, even if not operating a firm. The wealth
threshold is the median wealth of all entrepreneurs with a closed cap-
ital market steady state. Numbers indicate percentages.

resources to exporters. As exporters are more critical in the economy after trade

liberalization, capital inflows also lead to higher output and welfare. In the short

run, however, the strength of the two effects can change and guide the sequencing of

reform.

4.4 Transition dynamics

The steady-state gains from trade are lower when accounting for the transition

path. Similar to Ravikumar et al. (2019), increasing the capital stock after trade

liberalization requires lower consumption growth. For policymakers, lower short-

term gains can undermine the credibility of reforms. Integrating capital markets can

alleviate the lack of capital and shorten the adjustment process to the trade shock.

However, capital inflows, in the long run, lead to higher misallocation and more

capital, altering overall gains and losses.

Figure 8 compares the effect of gradual trade liberalization under different cap-

ital market integration regimes in the Home economy. After announcing all reforms

in period 2, households have perfect foresight. The bilateral variable trade cost

decreases to the final level in four years. Perfect foresight is supported in this inte-

gration episode because, after 1989, NMS agreed with the EU for their accession plan.

Hungary abolished tariffs and other non-tariff barriers by 1995. Hungary’s accession

to the OECD in 1996 cemented the commitment of the Hungarian government to

capital market integration.

While the long-term consumption gains in both capital market regimes are sim-

ilar, Figure 8(c) shows that the economy with closed capital markets requires more

than 15 years to reach that level. In contrast, in an economy with integrated capital

markets, consumption is even higher in the short run than in the long run. Pro-
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Figure 8: Transition dynamics after trade liberalization
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ductivity and capital determine the short-term consumption dynamics across capital

market regimes. Figure 8(a) shows that TFP increases in the short-run, irrespective

of capital market integration, albeit more so for integrated capital markets. Initially,

the inflow of capital in Figure 8(b) is allocated to productive exporters because the

relationship between wealth and productivity is stronger in the pre-reform economy

(see Table 11), and only those with high wealth can expand.

Capital is declining with closed capital markets, and the increase in exporter

capital requires reallocation from non-exporters. The average exporter size stays

the same due to many entrants and the high rental price of capital. The economy

foregoes the potential benefits of initially more productive exporters. Figure 8(g)

shows that capital per exporter increases under integrated capital markets, leading

to higher capital and productivity in the short run.

On impact, the standard deviation of ARPK (8(j) ) is not affected and increases

under integrated capital markets gradually over ten years, driving the eventual de-

cline of productivity. Misallocation increases for both exporters (8(k) ) and domestic

(8(l) ) producers. However, as exporters increase in size and numbers (8(d) ), ex-

porters drive the decline in aggregate productivity. The main reason for the eventual

increase in misallocation among exporters is that those who are initially productive

but become unproductive due to the mean-reverting productivity process do not exit

from exporting. Because their net worth is still considerable, they draw resources

from other productive firms.

Relative to the steady-state results, accounting for transition dynamics magni-

fies the benefits and lowers the losses of capital market integration. The evolution

of the gains under an integrated capital market differs from the results in Gopinath

et al. (2017). The transition path there lowers consumption gains, but productive

firms overcome misallocation in the long run. The difference comes from the na-

ture of the financial frictions: the entry cost to exporting keeps exporters operating

despite their lower-than-average productivity.

The dotted line in Figure 8 shows the results of the historical compromise

between fully opening capital markets or keeping them wholly closed. Instead of im-

mediately opening capital markets, it only happens ten years after the start of trade

liberalization. However, the announcement about the future capital market integra-

tion happens with the start of trade liberalization. While consumption equivalent
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Figure 9: Change in the capital of export incumbents after capital market integration
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The expansion of capital for incumbent exporters above and below (dashed line) the median en-
trepreneurial wealth, similar to Figures 17 and 18. The left figure assumes that the economy already
adjusted to liberalized trade prior to capital market integration, while the right figure assumes that
the trade liberalization happened 10 years before the start of capital market reform.

welfare is 1% lower than under immediate capital market integration, the economy

adopts a similar path. The initial increase in productivity is 5% lower than under

immediate and full capital market integration, but exporters behave similarly on the

extensive margin as under full integration. The main reason is that exporters are

less likely to exit, given the foreseeable negative cost shock a decade later due to the

high entry cost.

Figure 9 compares the effect of capital market integration on exporters, over a

period corresponding to 2001-2008, under different assumptions regarding the initial

steady state. If the economy starts from a steady state of post-trade integration,

above-median wealth exporters expand by more than 50%, whereas those below the

median also expand by 20%. Given the lower growth rates observed in Figures 17

and 18, it is more plausible that the economy was adjusting to the effects of trade

liberalization that preceded capital market reform. In the historical scenario, shown

in the 9(a) figure, above-median wealth exporters grow their capital by 20%, whereas

below-median wealth exporters decrease their capital by 20%. In 9(b), showing

the transition path of the historical scenario ten years after trade liberalization,

the number and capital per exporter are still increasing, reconciling the differences

between the effects of capital inflows in the model and the data.

Capital inflows generate additional short-term benefits when combined with

trade integration because capital is available instantly to wealthy and productive

producers while misallocation increases gradually.
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Table 12: Trade liberalization under closed and integrated capital markets

Integration None Trade Trade and capital

Aggregates
Income 100 115 127
Consumption 100 104 104.4
Capital 100 98 132

Welfare change
Steady-state only 0 7 11.5
Transition dynamics 0 4.6 11.6[10.6]
Steady-state only* 0 -1.9 1.2
Transition dynamics* 0 -0.8 0.8[0.9]
EU welfare 0 0.3 2.9[2.8]

Inequality
Top 10% wealth share 46 44 57
Top 10% income share 25 26 28
Top 10% consumption share 17 17 22
Consumption share of exporters 11 15 19
Consumption share of workers 73 74 65
Wealth owned by exporters 15 22 38
Wealth owned by workers 57 58 33

Factor prices
Real wage 100 106 105
Interest rate premium r − r∗ 9 9 0
Compared to the pre-reform economy, different welfare measures change
across different steady states. Utilitarian welfare change is the average con-
sumption bundle required for individual households to achieve the same
utility in the initial steady state. Asterisks denote Foreign moments, and
square brackets indicate a ten-year delay in implementing capital markets.
The EU-wide welfare change takes into account the transition path and
refers to joint Home and Foreign welfare.

4.5 Inequality and welfare

Trade liberalization under different capital market regimes implies different

long- and short-run paths for inequality and welfare. In the long run, as Table 12

shows, wealth inequality contracts after opening up to trade with closed capital mar-

kets. However, as export rights are also a source of wealth for households, the increase

in the number of exporting firms leads to an increase in the share of consumption

and income attributed to the top 10% of the population. Exporters hold 15% of total

wealth even before trade liberalization, as wealth is necessary to borrow capital for

production. Exporters need to accumulate more wealth to finance the expansion of

the exporting sector, increasing their wealth share to 22% after trade liberalization.

The increase in wealth concentration is offset by the scarcity of capital under closed

capital markets because non-exporter firms contract and no longer need to hold the

same amount of wealth to operate.
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Figure 10: Consumption equivalent welfare change for exporters
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Figure 11: Consumption equivalent welfare change for non-exporters & workers
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Without an entry cost to the non-exporting sector, all non-exporter households are affected similarly
in the state space. Numbers indicate percentages of steady-state consumption relative to the pre-
reform economy.

Figures 10 and 11 show the potential consumption equivalent welfare gains

across the state space for exporters and workers14) after trade liberalization with

open (a) and closed (b) capital markets. Wealthy and productive exporters gain the

most from trade liberalization, irrespective of capital market openness.

Capital market integration leads to higher welfare and wealth and consumption

inequality compared to keeping capital markets closed. While non-exporters have

similar gains and losses to workers across the state space, non-exporters are wealthier

on average and prefer open capital markets. Hence the consumption share of non-

exporters increases compared to closed capital markets. Workers with savings but

low productivity suffer a 20 % consumption equivalent welfare loss. The main reason

is that wealthy but unproductive households earn lower capital income from their

savings. The wealth owned by workers declines from 57% to 33%, and consumption

declines from 73% to 65%. Only households in the production sector find it optimal
14Without an entry cost to the non-exporting sector, all non-exporter households are affected

similarly to workers in the state space.
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to hold wealth, and workers quickly consume their assets after exiting production.

Overall, the middle class, those with savings or small non-exporter firms, suffer. On

the other hand, households hold on to their export status, as this is the best way

to earn capital income. In the Foreign country, workers’ capital income, wealth, and

welfare increase as they rent capital indirectly to firms at Home, and hence their

welfare increases more.

Trade liberalization under closed capital markets makes welfare gains less un-

equal across non-exporter and worker households. Workers, who make up 80% of the

population, benefit homogeneously from the wage increase, leading to a higher con-

sumption share and driving aggregate welfare gains above aggregate consumption.

Although the model violates all three macro restrictions considered in Arkolakis

et al. (2012), the Home economy benefits in a steady state similar to an Arming-

ton model. A domestic output share of 58% after trade integration, compared to

80% pre-reform domestic output share, implies that the welfare gain predicted is

λ
1

1−σ =
(

0.58
0.8

) 1
1−4

= 1.084, or 8.4%. Steady-state welfare change in the model is

7% while accounting for the transition path decreases welfare gains to only 4.6%.

Foreign welfare declines, with losses dampened by considering the transition path,

because of an unfavorable shift in terms of trade for Foreign.15 The total welfare

of the Home and Foreign is increasing, and the potential welfare losses for Foreign

provide an additional incentive for the sequencing of reforms, rationalizing it as a

compromise between countries so that Foreign can mitigate losses from trade.16

There are two reasons for the difference in welfare between the steady state

and the transition path following trade liberalization. First, aggregate consumption

gains, while similar in the long run, display different short-run dynamics, increasing

more rapidly and above the long-run value in the case of integrated capital mar-

kets compared to closed capital markets. Second, Figure 12 shows that top share

inequality increases only gradually, implying that the cost of higher inequality does

not instantly affect welfare under integrated capital markets. The historical com-

promise scenario of delayed capital market integration leads to higher consumption

inequality and lower aggregate consumption along the transition path than imme-

diate integration, as households sacrifice long-run consumption to prevent exporters
15See for example Markusen (1981) for how size can affect gains from trade under imperfect trade.
16Appendix C provides additional analysis regarding the Foreign economy
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Figure 12: Transition dynamics after trade liberalization
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from exiting and re-entering once capital is cheap.

The total welfare change in Home and Foreign is only 0.3% under closed cap-

ital market trade liberalization and 2.9% in the complete integration scenario. The

historical implementation of trade and capital market integration further decreases

overall welfare to 2.8%. These results support the claim that the sequencing of re-

forms was a compromise between NMS and Core EU countries, centered around the

benefits and costs incurred by Core.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, I investigate how capital market integration affects the gains from

trade in economies with underdeveloped financial markets. I focus on the historical

integration episode of Eastern Europe into the European Union. Documenting the

Hungarian capital market reform of 2001 show that exporters with larger equity had

higher capital growth than other firms. However, firms exiting exporting were more

productive or had lower capital than incumbent exporters implying worsening firm

selection due to lack of exit.

Equipped with a dynamic stochastic trade model, I show that, in the long

run, capital market integration is welfare-improving and amplifies the gains from

trade, despite the adverse effect on productivity. Productivity losses increase be-

cause capital misallocation increases at the intensive and extensive margins among

exporters. However, access to cheaper capital has a more important welfare effect.
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The firm-level response of exporter’s capital growth and the change in misallocation

and inequality is similar to the data.

In the short run, if the economy is undergoing trade liberalization, capital mar-

ket integration increases welfare even more than in the long run. The financial system

allocates capital to productive exporters, and misallocation increases gradually along

the transition. The model explains why the benefits of capital market integration are

difficult to detect in the data. As trade liberalization frequently accompanies capi-

tal market integration, for example, in Southern Europe, the complementary effect

of increased capital reallocation might lead to an overestimation of trade elasticity,

especially in models that only consider steady states.

Despite increased welfare, capital market integration leads to higher consump-

tion, income, and wealth inequality. The model predicts that the middle class, such

as small, non-exporting firm owners and workers with substantial savings, lose out,

potentially undermining the political support for reforms. Finally, the size and de-

velopment of the trade partner determine both the direction of capital flows and the

mutually agreeable implementation of integration. One conclusion of the model is

that the delay in capital market integration of the eastern part of the EU benefited

core EU countries at the expense of overall EU welfare. Therefore the historical se-

quencing of reforms is potentially part of a compromise as Western Europe achieves

higher welfare gains than allowing immediate integration of New Member States.

Two dimensions not considered in the analysis could alter the results. First,

misallocation and trade might affect innovation as Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013)

and Hsieh et al. (2019) show and, therefore, can increase the benefits of keeping

capital markets closed and relying only on domestic savings. Second, foreign direct

investment can substitute capital inflows through banks, mitigating the misallocation

channel. Bau and Matray (2020) provides ample evidence for this to be the case.

There is fierce competition for foreign direct investment among developing countries,

and in general, after capital account liberalization, the inflow of indirect finance

dominates.
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Appendices
In Appendix A I provide additional details regarding the model, and Appendix

B describes the databases and provides additional empirical analysis. Appendix C

provides additional quantitative results.

A Derivations for the Model

A.1 Derivation of the exporter’s problem

Substitute the prices from the inverse demand functions. The necessary first-

order conditions are:

σ − 1

σ
ωPtY

1
σ
t X

−1
σ = µ (X)

σ − 1

σ

1− ω
(1 + τt)

P ∗t (Y ∗t )
1
σX∗

−1
σ = µ (X∗)

(1− α)µztk
αl(1−α)−1 = Wt (l)

αµztk
α−1l(1−α) = λ+Rt (k)

Denote:

Cd = ωPtY
1
σ
t (18)

Cx =
1− ω
1 + τt

P ∗t (Y ∗t )
1
σ (19)

as the aggregate demand shifter for domestic and exported goods. Exported and

domestically sold goods become:

X∗ =
(Cx
Cd

)σ
X (20)

X = Cσ
d

ztk
αl(1−α)(

Cσ
d + (1 + τt)Cσ
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Implying that the Lagrange multiplier on the resource constraint (µ) is:

µ =
σ − 1

σ
CdX

− 1
σ (22)
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Furthermore dividing (k) with (l) yields:
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The solution of the problem is:
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If k implied by (30) with λ = 0 would be such that it violates (λ), then k = at
Pt−1(1−θ)

and (30) is used to recover the value of λ.

A.2 Final good producers

Isoelastic demand for the intermediate inputs is given by:
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1
σ
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− 1
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A.3 Productivity

To measure the economy’s effectiveness in utilizing the factors of production, I

construct aggregate productivity in the model and relate it to firm-level and aggregate

variables. Aggregate productivity relies on the concept of Solow residuals: TFP =

RGDP
KαL1−α , with RGDP equal to real GDP, K and L are the total amount of capital

and labor in the economy. The baseline productivity measure defines Real GDP as

Y , the country’s final output. First, TFP is the sum of non-exporting and exporter

productivity:

TFP
σ−1
σ = TFPd

(
Kd

K

)α(
Ld
L

)1−α

+ πx · TFPx
(
Kx

K

)α(
Lx
L

)1−α

(35)

Where TFPs denotes the productivity in sector s ∈ {d, ex}, Ks and Ls are the

total capital and labor available to firms in their respective sectors. Firms that

are exporting not only sell abroad but domestically too. Hence exporters increase

aggregate productivity by a factor πx > 1. All these terms are a function of firm-level

and aggregate variables:

πx = πx(Y, Y
∗, τ, TB) (36)

TFPs ∝
∫
Is

(z ·MRPK−α)σ−1dG with (37)

log(MRPK) = log(λ+R) = mrpk (38)

πx is an increasing function of aggregate demand in both countries, the trade costs,

and (linearly) depends on the trade balance. If the trade balance is declining, πx

improves because the economy can export less for the same amount of imports.

Sectoral productivity is the sum of firms’ inherent productivity, adjusted for differ-

ences in returns to capital. In addition, internal return to capital is higher for more

constrained firms because they can not rent enough capital through the financial

sector. Intuitively, the higher correlation between the inherent productivity z and

the Lagrange multiplier λ implies lower sectoral and aggregate productivity. In a

model without endogenous entry and lognormal shock process, the losses from fi-

nancial friction will simplify sectoral TFP to the standard deviation of MRPK. The

simplification is the motivation to use the standard deviation of MRPK or ARPK to
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Level Country Sector Firm
Data World 1950-2014 EU 2000-2014 Hungary 2000-2009
Source IMF + WB + PWT CompNet + WIOD Administrative
Productivity TFP TFPR/RVA TFPR
Resource allocation — s.d. (MRPK) & zombie s.d. (ARPK) & entry/ exit
Trade liberalization Import

GDP
Export revenue
Total revenue Export revenue

Financial development Domestic Credit
GDP

Trade Credit
Asset

Asset
Equity

Capital Market Integration Chinn and Ito (2006) index — —

Table 13: Empirical strategy

measure misallocation in the data and in the model.

There are three key considerations to take into account when defining pro-

ductivity. First, intermediate goods trade across countries implies that capital and

labor are necessary for domestic output production and exports. Second, love for

variety affects aggregate productivity. Third, trade is unbalanced because the coun-

try can have a current account imbalance in the case of integrated capital markets.

Motivated by Burstein and Cravino (2015), who find that the change in aggregate

productivity predicts welfare gains, I use the productivity measure most likely to

explain changes in welfare. "Welfare-relevant" productivity values exports based on

the amount of final local goods that the country can obtain from the corresponding

imports.

A.4 Numerical implementation

The online appendix at my github repository contains the Julia code necessary

to obtain the results of the model. Upon request, I can provide a legacy Matlab code

and all Stata do files required for data construction.

B Data Sources and auxiliary empirical analysis

Table 13 summarizes the additional analysis regarding productivity, misalloca-

tion, financial heterogeneity, trade liberalization, and capital integration that can be

detected using various datasets and identification levels. The goal of the analysis is

to augment and motivate the arguments made with the quantitative model.
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B.1 Country-level evidence

The country-level analysis combines the datasets of Chinn and Ito (2006), Penn

World Table (PWT) 7.1 (Heston et al. (2012)), World Bank Indicators (WB), and

Bank of International Settlements (BIS) data. The first dataset contains capital

market integration measures; the second contains productivity and output; the third

is for trade data, and the fourth is for credit data.

The construction of Figure 2 and the relevant entries in Table 3 warrant further

explanation. BIS data contains the total credit available for non-financial corpora-

tions (NFC)—unfortunately, there is no decomposition of NFC into a domestic and

a foreign component. Two assumptions are necessary to create the domestic and

foreign credit to NFC variables. First, foreigners invest the same fraction in NFC as

in all other assets, and second, foreign credit to NFC was zero in 1989. Therefore

the foreign credit to NFC is:

Foreign credit to NFC = −C̄ +
Foreign credit

Credit
× Credit to NFC (39)

C̄ =
Foreign credit1987
Total credit1987

× Credit to NFC1987 (40)

There are several reasons for assuming that foreign credit to NFC was zero

in 1989. First, almost all relevant NFC were partially state-owned in 1989, and

credit allocated to these firms was considered part of the sovereign public debt.

Second, foreign credit to NFCs increased prior to 1989 due to a direct decision of

the government and not because of the NFCs’ decisions. The communist economic

policy between 1985 and 1988, the so-called "acceleration," consisted of a large-scale

increase in sovereign debt that financed the expansion of manufacturing firms’ capital

investment to lift the economy from the downturn. Finally, foreign debtors at the

time considered their loans public debt, and the privatization of these companies

often resulted in debt restructuring.

The increasing integration of the European Union led to a rapid increase in

intra-European trade. European countries trade mostly with each other and this

has not changed over time. Measured as the change in the import to GDP ratio

relative to the ratio in 1992, Figure 13 shows that all countries, especially Eastern
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European economies engaged in a large scale trade liberalization. However, Figure

14 also shows that changes in total factor productivity have not been proportional

to the scale of trade liberalization: Southern European countries have experienced

limited or no gains even though they have opened up to trade to a similar extent as

Core EU countries. Eastern Europe, on the other hand, have opened up to trade but

their growth in TFP can be partially attributed to the internal reforms implemented

after the fall of communism.

On Figure 15, I plot the differences in financial depth in 1992, as a proxy for

financial development, showing that countries in Core in general were more financially

developed than countries in South or NMS. Economies in South and in NMS were

aware that financial development, might be insufficient and thus wanted to attract

further sources of external finance. On Figure 16, I plot the Chinn and Ito (2006)

index measuring capital market openness. Both South and NMS have opened up

their capital markets, albeit NMS did so on average later and to a lesser extent.

+90%

+81%

+62%

+37%

+20% 

Figure 13: ∆1992−2008
Import
GDP /

Import
GDP 1992

(31.2,60.2]
(24,31.2]
(19.8,24]
(12.5,19.8]
(10.1,12.5]
(7.83,10.1]
(−4.79,7.83]
[−26.8,−4.79]
No data

Figure 14: Changes in TFP
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Figure 16: Chinn-Ito (2006) index for capital inflows, (unweighted) average within
country groups.

The main quantitative exercise shows that aggregate productivity does not

necessarily increase with higher goods or capital market integration. A reduced form

regression of TFP on trade and finance shows capital market integration is negatively

correlated with the TFP benefits of trade integration:

log(TFPit) =β0 + β1 log(
Import

GDP
)it + β2 log(

Credit

GDP
)it

+β3

[
log(

Import

GDP
)it × log(

Credit

GDP
)it

]
+β4CMIit + β5

[
log(

Import

GDP
)it × CMIit

]
+ αt + αi + εit

where CMI denotes the Chinn and Ito (2006) index, Credit the domestic credit

provided by the financial sector to nonfinancial corporations and households, Import

the gross imports, and GDP the Gross Domestic Product of a country i in year t.
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The results in Table 14 show that, on average, countries benefit from opening up to

trade. Moreover, higher financial development leads to higher gains from trade, but

higher capital market integration decreases these gains.

Table 14: TFP and trade

log( Import
GDP

) log(Credit
GDP

) log( Import
GDP

)× log(Credit
GDP

) CMI log( Import
GDP

)× CMI
Log(TFP) 0.184∗∗∗ 0.185∗∗∗ 0.1061∗∗∗ -0.0343 -0.0889∗∗∗
s.e. (0.0183) (0.0107) (0.008) (0.0216) (0.0168)

Standard errors in parentheses. N = 3983, Country and time FE

B.2 Industry-level evidence

The CompNet dataset (López-Garcia et al. (2018)), collected from national

statistics institutes in the EU, allows for industry-level analysis. Firm-level data is

carefully aggregated on the sectoral level, containing distributional statistics from

1999. It focuses on cross-country comparability, containing trade statistics for the

manufacturing sector.

To investigate the effects of trade liberalization, I combine the CompNet dataset

with the World Input-Output Database (WIOD) by Timmer et al. (2015). Following

Berthou et al. (2019), each record is a two-digit industry in an EU country between

2000 and 2014. Apart from an export share variable constructed from WIOD, mul-

tiple other variables are available for each industry that contain information about

the universe of firms within the industry.

The sector-level variation allows studying the interaction between capital mar-

ket frictions and trade as in the structural model. Each sector has a different devel-

opment level and reacts differently to increased export exposure. Most industries in

the dataset are in the periphery countries (South or NMS) and are seen as different

realizations of the Home economy through the model’s lens. Realizations differ in

financial development and trade costs and, given the start date of the dataset, op-

erate under the assumption that capital market liberalization has already occurred.

Trade credit proxies financial development.17

The quantitative trade model links firms to aggregate productivity through
17Fisman and Love (2003) show that trade credit is an essential source of growth even in less

developed economies - it measures the trust firms have toward each other for substituting short-term
loans.
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allocative efficiency. Table 15 shows that in the data, trade exposure is not necessarily

correlated with better allocation of capital because higher export exposure increases

misallocation in sectors with lower development. Looking at zombie firms18 allows

to test the mechanism allows to test for the model-implied life-cycle causes for the

increase in misallocation. The main finding is that higher export exposure leads

to a higher fraction(column 3) of zombie firms that exists longer (column 4) in

sectors with lower development. Although bad firms survive longer, higher export

exposure leads to a tightening of the average firm’s borrowing constraint (column

5). This finding aligns with the model’s predictions for the long-run equilibrium

and provides justification for the interaction between trade liberalization and capital

market integration.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
σ(ARPK) σ(ARPL) % Zombie firms Avg. t. Zombie % firms constrained Fixed capital

Assets
Export
Output 0.0513∗ 0.0276 0.0377∗∗∗ 0.419∗∗∗ 0.0282∗ -37.47∗∗

(0.0212) (0.0202) (0.00910) (0.109) (0.0111) (13.51)

Trade credit
Assets 0.202∗∗ 0.0439 -0.0649∗ -0.479 0.0307 -53.08

(0.0754) (0.0515) (0.0281) (0.298) (0.0448) (28.44)

Trade credit
Assets × Export

Output -0.245∗ -0.104 -0.194∗∗∗ -1.830∗∗∗ -0.284∗∗∗ 175.3∗∗

(0.117) (0.0934) (0.0484) (0.515) (0.0540) (60.10)
N 6115 6115 3667 2236 4132 6152
Time fixed effects X X X X X X
Country fixed effects X X X X X X

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 15: Misallocation and trade exposure

B.3 Hungarian firm-level data

The Hungarian Tax Authority (NAV) collects firm-level balance sheet data that

I access through two institutions, the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (HAS-KRTK)

and the BisNode data-collecting company. Results throughout the main text of the

paper rely on the HAS-KRTK dataset. The advantage of this dataset is the earlier

starting date, ownership data, and an already established process to provide access

to referees. This paper used the Bisnode dataset first because it consists of 10-20%

more small and medium enterprises and uses a more consistent debt variable. There

are dimensions where the two datasets diverge, influencing the choice of calibration

targets.
18firms that have had negative profits for more than three consecutive years and are not high-

growth firms according to the OECD criteria
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Table 16: Transition matrix
2000 vs. 2008 Exporter w foreign owner Non-exporters w foreign owner Exporter w/o foreign owner Non-exporters w/o foreign owner Exits Total in 2000

Exporter w foreign owner 1514 191 314 110 433 2562
Non-exporters w foreign owner 341 460 94 305 438 1638
Exporter w/o foreign owner 151 26 2876 1508 984 5545

Non-exporters w/o foreign owner 78 168 2731 17839 5996 26812
Entrants 518 506 2611 21668 - 25303

Total in 2008 2602 1351 8626 41430 7851 61860

Each row corresponds to the status in 2000, and each column correspond to the status in 2008. Note that the total
number of firms are lower than in Table 1, as some firms enter after 2000 and exit before 2008.

Table 17: Transition probability matrix
2000 vs. 2008 Exporter w foreign owner Non-exporters w foreign owner Exporter w/o foreign owner Non-exporters w/o foreign owner Exits Total in 2000

Exporter w foreign owner 59 7 12 4 17 4
Non-exporters w foreign owner 21 28 6 19 27 3
Exporter w/o foreign owner 3 0 52 27 18 9

Non-exporters w/o foreign owner 0 1 10 67 22 43
Entrants 2 2 10 86 0 41

Total in 2008 4 2 14 67 13 100

This table presents the empirical transition probability of Hungarian firms, with each row corresponding to the status
in 2000, and each column correspond to the status in 2008. Totals add up in 2000 and in 2008 as the difference is
accounted by entrants and exits. Firms that do not exist in either 2000 or in 2008 are omitted. Transitions within
this 9 year period are not represented in this matrix.

The HAS-KRTK dataset contains all firms between 2000 and 2018, apart from

some self-employed and state-owned enterprises. A firm-level observation consists of

standard balance sheet data, but the total number of employees and ownership shares

are also available. Variable construction follows Halpern et al. (2015). Value-added is

the sum of net operating profits, depreciation, and other personal expenditures. The

capital stock is the sum of tangible and intangible capital. Debt is the sum of short-

and long-term debt. The average revenue product of capital is the difference between

the log of value added minus the log of capital stock. Assets are the total assets of

the firm. Net (of value-added tax) sales are further decomposed into domestic and

export sales.

Key extensive margin variables in the dataset are the exporting status of firms

and the date the company started operating, allowing the identification of firms’

entry and exit into production and exporting. A firm exports if it reports positive

export revenues. However, this variable underestimates the fraction of exporters

because a firm must report export revenues only above an industry-specific threshold

of approximately 10000 euros. The reporting requirement and the data cleaning for

export revenues differ significantly in the two datasets, with the share of exporters

varying between 2% and 38%.

There are substantial limitations to applying difference and difference method-

ology to evaluate the effects of capital inflows. First, only one period is available

before the reform, and establishing parallel trends is impossible. Second, foreign
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Table 18: Transition matrix

Foreign owner 2000 Export status 2000
Year without with entrants Year No Yes entrants
2008 without 24954 823 24279 2008 No 18772 1835 22174

with 423 2506 1024 Yes 3244 4855 3129
exit 6980 871 - exit 6434 1471 -

The transition of number of firms for foreign ownership and export status. For a
more detailed transition matrix across each groups, see Tables 16 and 17

.

Table 19: Capital and leverage growth between 2000 and 2008

Domestic owned Foreign owned
∆logK 69.50 55.03
s.e. (.38) (.26)
∆ Debt
Asset

-5.45 -6.75
s.e. (.72) (.49)

Exporter Non-exporter Exporter Non-exporter

∆logK 94.13 62 60.76 40.89
s.e. (.2) (.1) (.3) (.5)
∆ Debt
Asset

-5.18 -5.53 -6.85 -6.51
s.e. (.34) (.19) (.59) (.92)

Capital and leverage growth for incumbent firms, with or without foreign
owners. The averages and standard errors are obtained from a simple OLS
on dummy variables. Firms are also split based on export status. Average
capital growth was 68 %, leverage declined by 5.58 p.p.

ownership is potentially correlated with the outcome variable, as foreign-owned firms

are much larger than the average firms. However, at least the composition of foreign

ownership is less affected by entry and exit than exporting. Table 18 shows that

while 64% of foreign-owned firms in 2008 were also foreign-owned in 2000, only 43%

of exporters in 2008 were exporters in 2000. Moreover, there are enough differences

across firms with foreign owners due to their capital, value-added, and employment

variation.

Table 19 shows that firms without foreign owners have a higher capital growth

rate (70% vs. 55%), and their leverage declined less (-5.5 p.p vs. -6.8 p.p.) than firms

with foreign owners, consistent with the capital market reform of 2001. Exporters

are more affected by capital inflows as non-foreign-owned exporters have a capital

growth of 94%, whereas foreign-owned exporters only expand by 61%. Overall, non-

exporter, entirely domestically owned firms still have a higher average capital growth

rate (62%) and lower deleveraging rate than firms with foreign owners, whether

exporting or not.

Melitz and Polanec (2015) decomposition for ARPK At the firm level,
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Figure 17: Time-specific effects of capital market integration for exporters above
median equity
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The difference and difference regression treatment variable is assigned to firms without foreign owners during the
period. The control group consists of firms with a foreign owner, for the sample restriction to firms that always exist
and export. 86% of incumbent exporters are above the median equity computed for all firms in 2000, which increases
to 95% by 2008.

Figure 18: Time-specific effects of capital market integration for exporters below
median equity
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(b) Leverage, p.p.

The difference and difference regression treatment variable is assigned to firms without foreign owners during the
period. The control group consists of firms with a foreign owner, for the sample restriction to firms that always exist
and export. 14% of incumbent exporters are below the median equity computed for all firms in 2000, which declines
to 5% by 2008.
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Figure 19: Time-specific effects of capital market integration for exporters
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(b) Leverage, p.p.

Treatment in the difference and difference regression is assigned to firms without foreign owners during the period,
and the control group consists of firms with a foreign owner for the sample restricted to firms that always exist and
export.

Figure 20: Time-specific effects of capital market integration for exporters above
median equity
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(b) Leverage, p.p.

Treatment in the difference and difference regression is assigned to firms without foreign owners during the period,
and the control group consists of firms with a foreign owner for the sample restricted to firms that always exist and
export. Median equity computed for all exporters in 2000.
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Figure 21: Time-specific effects of capital market integration for exporters below
median equity
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(b) Leverage, p.p.

Treatment in the difference and difference regression is assigned to firms without foreign owners during the period,
and the control group consists of firms with a foreign owner for the sample restricted to firms that always exist and
export. Median equity computed for all exporters in 2000.

ARPK decreases if the firm obtains capital or if its inherent productivity decreases.

While there are many reasons for ARPK growth unrelated to capital inflows or

misallocation, the relative differences in the decomposition across sub-samples assess

the effect of capital inflows on the reallocation of capital and the extensive margin

decisions of firms. The source of total ARPK growth among incumbent firms is

further decomposed into distributional and reallocation terms. The distributional

column corresponds to the inherent firm-level ARPK change as it assumes constant

firm-level capital stock. In contrast, the reallocation term keeps the firm-level ARPK

constant and contains the changes in the capital stock.

The extensive margin contributions depend on the change in the number of

firms in the sub-sample. Newborns to a sub-sample are potentially exiting from

another sub-sample. Therefore, they do not necessarily have a higher productivity

or lower capital stock, contrasting with the entrants in Table 1. For example, a firm

that no longer exports is still potentially larger than the average non-exporter firm,

even if smaller than an incumbent exporting firm, contributing negatively to ARPK

growth for non-exporters in the Newborn column, while contributing positively to

exporters under the Exit column.
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Figure 22: % Change in exporting profits
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B.4 Additional details

South consists of Spain, Italy, Portugal, and Greece. New Member States

(NMS) is a subset of Central-Eastern European (CEE) countries that joined the

European Union in 2004 or later: Czechia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,

Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Romania, Bulgaria, and Croatia. The Core comprises all

other EU and EFTA member countries.

C Extensions

C.1 Additional details for the main text

Table 20 shows the results of the value-added regression necessary for the cal-

ibration of the productivity process. Figure 22 shows the change in export profits

following trade liberalization under open (a) and closed (b) capital markets.

Table 20: Value added regression

Log(Value added) s.e.
Lag of Log(Value added) 0.431∗∗∗ (0.0018)
Constant 5.962∗∗∗ (0.0185)
Number of observations 229648
Number of firms 28706
Standard deviation of individual effects 0.82
Standard deviation of error term 0.42
Within R2 0.2234
Between R2 0.9921
Overall R2 0.8927

The fixed effect lagged dependent variable regression on firms that always
existed between 2000 and 2008. As there are no industries in the model,
0.82 is the relevant value for the calibration.

To assess the quantitative importance of the different channels following trade
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liberalization, I decompose the changes in productivity. By allowing the planner

to redistribute resources within or between sectors, I can trace out the quantitative

contribution of the increase in misallocation.

Table 21: TFP loss decomposition

Integration None Trade Trade and capital
Factors −3 40 100
Within 13 27 36
Between -16 13 64
External Reforms 103 60 0
Total TFP loss % 19 11 16

Table 21 compares the allocations relative to the second-best productivity under

liberalized trade and open and more developed capital markets. Factor misallocation

has two parts. Within-sector misallocation compares relative to the productivity if

the planner provided the unconstrained factor choices to every producer. Between-

sector misallocation compares relative to the productivity of an economy with higher

financial development, which would occur with a reallocation of firms, capital, and

labor between sectors but still constraining a firm’s choice of capital and labor.

Moreover, firms pay high trade and borrowing costs. From the initial state of the

economy, eliminating constrained factor choices increase productivity, but reorder-

ing firms and resources as in the economy with a more developed financial system

decreases productivity. When comparing economies based on their development, the

primary reason for this is the decline in entrepreneurship, decreasing the number of

varieties.

A better financial system has an ambiguous effect on productivity. On the one

hand, firms are less constrained individually, increasing productivity. On the other

hand, less productive firms exit, decreasing productivity. Average firm productivity

increases, but the aggregate capital stock and labor might be less efficient if enough

firms exit as the number of varieties decreases.

Most productivity gains are due to cheap capital and lower trade costs, as

these reforms help the most efficient firms under a more efficient financial system.

To further decompose these into a trade and capital market integration component,

the second and third columns compare the productivity level of the economy after

capital and trade liberalization.

Compared to the productivity of the developed and integrated economy, once
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Figure 23: Consumption equivalent welfare change after trade liberalization with
open capital markets relative to closed capital markets
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trade is liberalized, around 40 % of productivity loss is due to underdeveloped finan-

cial markets, and 60 % is due to insufficient capital stock. Therefore, there is consid-

erable potential for capital market integration. However, as I show when discussing

the more developed economy, a more developed capital market decreases firm-level

dispersion in returns to capital and increases capital stock, effectively reducing the

benefits of capital market integration.

The last column shows that the decline in aggregate productivity in the initial

steady state attributed to the lack of factor reallocation is not only due to decreasing

entrepreneurship but also to changes in the firm distribution after trade and capital

market integration. After full integration, 36 % of the productivity loss is due to

cross-sectional differences in factor allocation. However, 64 % of the loss is due to

the mismatch in occupations — mainly exporters that should have exited. Moreover,

as TFP losses are higher with complete external reforms, the occupation mismatch

is costly and reduces the gains from capital market integration.

Figure 23 shows the welfare differences across households under the different

reform scenarios. Assuming a uniform distribution of households along grid points —

accurate for productivity, not for wealth — the majority of the population opposes

capital market integration. The political economy consequence of the integration can

be the loss of support. Worse, by integrating capital and trade, trade liberalization

is potentially undermined, even though it improves the welfare of all households.

I consider two alternative counterfactuals. First, I show that capital market

integration without trade liberalization affects the economy less, highlighting the

mutual benefits of trade and capital market integration even in the steady state, not

only along the transition path. Second, I show that with a more developed financial
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Table 22: Only capital market integration

Integration None Capital Trade and capital

Productivity
TFP 100 101 104
s.d. mrpk 0.33 0.5 0.5

Aggregates
Output 100 114 127
Income 100 104 110
Consumption 100 100 105.4
Capital 100 126 133

Welfare and Inequality
Transition dynamics 0 5 13
Top 10% wealth share 46 54 57

Factor prices
Real wage 100 100 106
Interest rate premium r − r∗ 9 0 0

Trade
Import
GDP 21 23 42
Export
GDP∗ 2 2 4
Entrepreneurship rate 21 24 22
Share of exporters 32 24 40
CPI 140 141 137
Credit
GDP 57 65 62
Foreign Credit

Credit 0 49 53

system, both trade and capital market integration increases welfare by less. While

for trade, the effect of development on the gains from trade is limited, the gains from

capital market integration and the mutual benefits of the reforms are lower.

C.2 Capital market integration without trade liberalization

Capital market integration without liberalized trade has a muted effect on

the Home economy, in an alternative counterfactual where the country keeps trade

barriers but opens up capital markets.

The extent to which capital market integration affects the economy depends

on the level of trade integration as in Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000). In table 22,

I compare economies with integrated capital markets, but with different levels of

trade openness.19

Aggregate productivity slightly increases despite the increase in capital mis-

allocation. The primary reason for this increase in productivity is the rise in en-

trepreneurship and hence more varieties in the economy. Nevertheless, the benefits,
19Variable trade costs change as in Table 3. The initial steady state is the pre-trade, pre-capital

markets economy, just as in Table 9
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Table 23: Effects of developed internal capital markets

Financial development Low High

Productivity
TFP 100 99
Standard deviation of ARPK 0.33 0.13

Aggregates
Output 100 142
Income 100 157
Consumption 100 144
Capital 100 360

Welfare and Inequality
Steady state 0 46
Top 10% wealth share 46 21
Top 10% income share 25 21
Top 10% consumption share 16 12

Factor prices
Real wage 100 169
r − r∗ 9 1

Trade
Import
GDP 21 22
Export
GDP∗ 2 4
Entrepreneurship rate 21 17
Share of exporters 32 45
CPI 140 129
Credit
GDP 57 182
Foreign Credit

Credit 0 0

considering a large inflow of capital, are limited in terms of welfare and consumption.

Moreover, the welfare gains of only trade liberalization (5 %) and only capital market

integration (5 %) do not add up to those of the complete reform (13 %), indicating

the overall benefits of both reforms.

C.3 Higher financial development

To show how the development of the financial system in the economy affects the

gains and losses from external reforms, I change the financial development of Home.

Table 23 shows what happens in the model economy after recalibration so that Home

has the same parameters of financial development (θ and β) as Foreign. There are

large differences between this more developed economy and the initial economy, even

though the level of aggregate productivity is almost the same. Aggregate capital

stock increases by 360 %, as firms can borrow more, even for the same wealth, and

because the patience of borrowers increases. The large increase in capital stock filters

through the economy, increasing wages and hence, decreasing the entrepreneurship
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Table 24: Trade liberalization with higher financial development under closed and
integrated capital markets

Integration None Trade Trade and capital

Productivity
TFP 100 115 123
Standard deviation of ARPK 0.14 0.15 0.22

Aggregates
Output 100 124 135
Income 100 103 100
Consumption 100 103 98
Capital 100 98 93

Welfare change
Steady state only 0 5 1
Transition dynamics 0 5 7

Inequality
Top 10% wealth share 20 33 26
Top 10% income share 21 22 23
Top 10% consumption share 12 12 12

Factor prices
Real wage 100 105 106
Interest rate premium r − r∗ 1 1 0

Trade
Import
GDP 22 44 41
Export
GDP∗ 4 6 5
Entrepreneurship rate 17 16 19
Share of exporters 45 57 41
CPI 129 127 128
Credit
GDP 182 153 136
Foreign Credit

Credit 0 0 38

rate as more people choose to be workers. Wealth inequality declines because wealth

hoarding is no longer as necessary for exporters to operate as with lower financial

development. Firms are more likely to enter the export sector as the wealth threshold

for economies of scale declines—consumption equivalent welfare increases. 20

Even with these significant changes in the internal market structure, the econ-

omy does not become more open, as measured by the import-to-GDP ratio. Trade

costs still prevent a more open economy and are as costly as before — this more

developed economy can still benefit from increased trade. Capital is still flowing

into Home, even though now the only difference between Home and Foreign is that

Foreign has four times larger population than Home. The developed Home economy

is a useful benchmark for comparing productivity levels exploited previously, more

so than the frictionless economy. Table 24 shows the results of external reforms in
20No transition path is considered. Furthermore, the welfare change happens simultaneously with

a change in the preferences β.
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the developed economy. Aggregate output and productivity increase more than in

the economy with lower financial development, but capital stock contracts. Without

capital market integration, the economy quickly adjusts to the trade shock, but the

welfare gains are similar to what they were before, only slightly lower. The effect

of trade reform depends negatively on the development of the economy, but only

marginally, in line with the findings of Kohn et al. (2018) and Brooks and Dovis

(2019).

With both capital and trade integration, the inflow of capital allows Home

households to decrease their savings, leading to a boom in welfare during the tran-

sition period: credit market contracts and domestic credit declines by almost 50

%. There is an increase in the entrepreneurship rate but not in the fraction of ex-

porters. Financial integration does not have a deteriorating effect on productivity.

The change in savings behavior dominates. Much of the increase in TFP is due to

the expansion of capital stock in Foreign because now Foreign households experience

higher interest rates and increase their savings and production, improving the value

of foreign imports and stabilizing the depreciating Home exchange rate (CPI). The

welfare gains are much lower than in the baseline economy because capital abundance

does not make the economy more capital-intensive.

Overall, the results show that higher financial development decreases the ben-

efits of external reforms. Trade integration is still valuable and only marginally

affected by financial development, but capital inflows no longer complement trade

integration as much.

C.4 Foreign economy and overall welfare

It is essential to model the Foreign economy explicitly because while the econ-

omy of New Member States was smaller than the Core EU economy, hence the policy

choices regarding trade and capital markets were potentially determined to the ad-

vantage to that of the Core EU countries, not necessarily to the benefit of New

Member States. In Table 25, I show the main characteristics of the Foreign Econ-

omy in all the counterfactual scenarios. As expected, all changes are smaller in the

Foreign economy due to its greater size, but the overall changes are not irrelevant.

Overall welfare is the highest in Foreign if Home integrates trade and capital mar-
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kets and further increases if the Home economy announces external reforms with a

ten-year delay of capital market integration under the historical scenario. Only trade

liberalization hurts the Foreign country. As in Markusen (1981), the larger country

could lose from trade due to imperfect competition. Changes in output and relative

prices reflect the changes in terms of trade - when Home output increases relatively

more, output contracts in Foreign. When the deterioration of terms of trade is not

high, when Home is more developed, then Foreign has a positive welfare gain even

from trade integration only. The Foreign economy still benefits more from both ex-

ternal reforms, showing that unequal size and associated export cost of countries

in itself raise the value of capital market integration. If the two countries have the

same parameters, the value from capital market integration is zero because there is

no capital flow between countries.

Considering the population weights of 1:4, overall welfare is also the highest,

3.3%, in the complete integration scenario. However, the welfare gains are lower

compared to the banking reform consisting of adopting Western European standards

(9.7%, although this high welfare gain is subject to a change in preferences and

does not take the transition path into account). The historical implementation of

trade and capital integration further decreases overall welfare to 3.2%. These results

support the claim that implementing reforms in the New Member States was true to

the benefit of Core EU countries and primarily not to the benefit of NMS or overall

welfare. Only trade liberalization yields the highest total welfare (9.7% + 1.4% =

11.1%) when the two countries have the same financial development.

Misallocation is either unchanged or slightly decreases in Foreign whenever

capital flows out. With integrated trade, the fraction of exporting firms and misal-

location across exporters increase. The shares of wealth, income, and consumption

going to the top 10% of the population slightly increase with external reforms but is

constant when Home has a more developed financial system. Nevertheless, exporters

benefit the most from external reforms. However, due to the more efficient financial

system, the top 10% of the population comprises relatively fewer exporters than in

an economy with lower development. In this efficient economy, incumbent exporters

who receive a lower productivity draw shut down and enjoy the accumulated wealth,

giving way to new, poor, but productive exporters.
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Table 25: Effect of reforms on the Foreign economy

Integration None Trade Trade and capital Capital Development Trade Trade and capital

Productivity
TFP 100 100.4 100.4 99.5 101.5 100 99
Standard deviation of ARPK 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.12

Aggregates
Output 100 96 98 100 103 93 93
Income 100 91 101 103 102 95 96
Consumption 100 95 99 101 101 96 97
Capital 100 94 98 101 102 93 94

Welfare and Inequality
Consumption equivalent welfare 0 -0.6 1* 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.8
EU welfare 0 0.6 3.3 1.5 9.7 1.4 1.2
Top 10% wealth share 20 22 21 22 20 22 22
Top 10% income share 19 19 19 19 19 19 19
Top 10% consumption share 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
Wealth owned by exporters 6 10 11 7 8 13 13

Factor prices
Real wage 100 98 102 101 101 100 100
Interest rate %: r∗ 4.9 5.0 5.1 4.9 4.9 5.1 5.1

Trade
Import
GDP∗ 2.4 3.9 3.8 2.0 3.9 5.8 4.7
Entrepreneurship rate 22 22 23 23 23 22 22
Share of exporters 20 37 38 24 26 50 50
1
P ∗

72 75 73 71 77 79 78
Credit
GDP 168 166 166 168 166 165 166
Credit Abroad

Credit 0 0 -2.2 -2.4 0 0 4.7

Sector s.d. mrpk
Domestic 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.12
Exporter 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.11

Within Sector productivity loss
Domestic 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3
Exporter 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3

Postponing by 10 years increases gains by 0.1%. The last two columns are relative to "Development"
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